
Concordia is a French national non- 
governmental and non-profit organization, 
founded in 1950 by English, German and 
French youngsters. Their aim was to enhance 
the values of tolerance and peace after the 2nd 
world war by organizing international 
workcamps of young volunteers.
The main objectives of Concordia are the 
following: 
Education in helping young people to grow up 
by acquisition of collective life.
Culture in favoring the youth exchanges on an 
international level, always emphasizing the 
values of peace, friendship and mutual respect.
Social in taking part in concrete actions of 
solidarity, as well as supporting a civic attitude
Social economy in contributing to realization of 
local development, in favor of the environment, 
patrimony, tourism and socio-educational 
animation.
 
You can visit our website to know more about 
the organization: https://www.concordia.fr/eng.

CALL FOR VOLUNTEER
European Solidarity Corps

Environmental and intercultural awareness
 

Cancale, FRANCE.
From 07/09/2022 to 07/07/2023

What is Concordia ?

https://www.concordia.fr/eng.


CITY AND REGION

From the tip, the gaze embraces an impressive 
setting, from Cap Fréhel to Granville via the bay of 
Mont Saint-Michel. At 25 km, stands out the 
Mount itself. Offshore, the Chausey Islands 
appear. The lucky ones will see a colony of 
dolphins that regularly frequent these fish-filled 
waters. At low tide (watch the timetables!), a path 
allows you to explore a cave dug into the cliff. In 
the evening, when the mist clears, the twilight sets 
the coast on fire. 
Capital of the Centre-Val de Loire Region, Orléans 
is at the crossroads of the Sologne, the Beauce, 
the Gâtinais and the Loire Valley with its royal 
castles. 

The ESC project takes place in the region of 
Bretagne, in the west side of France in a city 
called Cancale. 
Located 4 hour from Paris, 1 hour from Rennes 
and 30 min from Saint-Malo.  
Elected remarkable site of taste, Cancale has long 
been renowned for its oysters and shellfish. An 
undeniable asset, these iodized delights can be 
enjoyed while admiring the marvel that is Mont 
Saint-Michel, set in the middle of the bay.
The volunteering will take place in the “Point du 
Grouin” which stretches out in a majestic setting 
between Cancale and Saint-Malo. 



OUR PROJECTS
We develop projects on topics that are very 
important to us. One of these topics is 
environmental education and awareness. We 
also run activities on promotion of volunteering, 
international workcamps and training courses. 
We work on those projects in pair and give the 
possibility to young volunteers to develop the 
projects with our partner. It means that the 
volunteers work together and have a lot of 
freedom of what to suggest and to build the 
activities they want to build. 
As we believe that doing an ESC also means to 
be involved in the activities of the association, 
we ask the volunteers to take part in the local 
events and activities that Concordia and the 
area organize (opening days of Concordia, 
special associative days or weekends organized 
by other volunteers…).

Also, in the city, there are many non- 
governmental organizations which we are 
working with, so you can be proposed to help 
them in organizing or participating in their 
events.

In July and August the volunteer could 
participate in the work camps with Concordia as 
a co-leader or leader.



TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

The main task of the volunteer is to work with childrens who come to the Sea Center, each 
week,  for a scholarship. 

In particular the volunteer will, with the teaching team : 

       -> Animation’s activities

- Collaborate in the work of the teaching team by bringing an intercultural dimension, new 
approaches and teaching methods (reception of groups via a treasure hunt for example). 
- Get involved in the life of the sea class center and bring an outside perspective (improvement 
of exteriors and/or gathering spaces, assistance with the management/maintenance of 
equipment for boat trips)
- Propose activity times in connection with the marine environment or according to interests of 
volunteers 
- Intercultural promotion through participation in activities with groups and presentation of 
one's country to children welcomed (culinary proposals, presentation of music, sports, games 
from the volunteer's country of origin)

       -> Environmental pedagogy

- Development of tools to promote good environmental practices for children hosted at the 
center 

       -> Improving kid’s experience

- Participation in the creation of visual aids for the presence of groups (photo report, videos) to 
enhance their experience. 
- Participate in the writing of articles for the life of the center

       -> Others tasks

- Promotion of the CES with the various institutions, regrouping times and/or with the territorial 
partners
- Demonstrate initiative to set up, according to the appetites of the volunteers, a personal
project in connection with the place of the center or with the children welcomed.



During the activities proposed to the pupils, they will be able to assist the teachers or carry out 
the activity under their responsibility. There is a weekly meeting during which we decide with the 
volunteers which activities they will participate in or what activities they will offer during the 
week.

The detailed activities will be proposed by the volunteer according to his/her skills and interests 
and with the support of the pedagogical team. 

The volunteer will be at the sea center from 8am to 2pm or from 2pm to 8 am. 
Once a week, volunteers will organize evening activities until 9:30 pm. Schedules are flexible
She/he will be allowed to take 2 days off per month (when she/he wants regarding the activity 
schedule).

PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT

Be between 18 and 30 years old
Fully COVID-19 vaccinated (2 doses)
Basics knowledge in French or 
motivation to learn french
Motivation to work with kids.. 
Experiences in the field will be a plus
Cultural, artistic or sport skills are more 
than welcome
Be flexible, autonomous and open to 
meet/live with new people, to think 
outside of the box
Be willing to develop a personal project



COVID-19 SITUATION
Currently the situation in France is nice, so there is no obligation to wear the mask in transport 
and supermarkets. But as the number of illness cases increases now and the pandenemy is 
not over, there might appear restrictions during the project, so be ready for everything.

Accommodation in one room in the sea center 
Food: the volunteer will be allowed to eat in the canteen for lunch and dinner on 
weekdays, on weekends he will have access to a supermarket card for his own meals
Health Insurance by Cigna;
Pocket Money for her/his personal use (6€ per day);

We usually give the money for a month in the beginning of every month, but it can be 
managed according to your wishes

Practical informations

APPLY HERE :
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5bQXsgzhu7ntIqQo85IgwTiqNl0pI2b1xWYvF 

VXr3wRtRgw/viewform?fbzx=-1836020352515222729 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE SEND YOUR APPLICATION FORM TO : Lisa Moureaud 
E-Mail : cd.bretagne@concordia.fr
Mobile : + 33 (0)7 49 89 26 98

 
IF YOU ARE WILLING TO TALK TO PREVIOUS ESC VOLUNTEERS, WRITE TO :

Clara HANSBERGER
Mobile : +49 (0)1 57 50 70 11 84

 
CONCORDIA'S SOCIAL NETWORKS : 

Facebook : concordia.bretagne
Instagram : concordia_bzh

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5bQXsgzhu7ntIqQo85IgwTiqNl0pI2b1xWYvFVXr3wRtRgw/viewform?fbzx=-1836020352515222729
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5bQXsgzhu7ntIqQo85IgwTiqNl0pI2b1xWYvFVXr3wRtRgw/viewform?fbzx=-1836020352515222729

